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In a statement last Tuesday, Administration

officials detailed a number of steps China has

already taken to make good on its “Phase One”

trade deal commitments despite the ongoing

threat of the coronavirus.

 

“I hope we can show that a third round [of trade

war payments] is not needed for 2020,” Secretary

Sonny Perdue said in the statement. “We still

believe farmers want trade rather than aid.”

 

Already, China has signed a protocol allowing

importation of fresh chipping potatoes from the

U.S.; lifted restrictions on import of U.S. pet foods

containing ruminant material; updated lists of

facilities approved for exporting animal protein,

pet food, dairy products, infant formula and tallow

for industrial use; and updatedthe list of approved

U.S. seafood products that can be exported to

China.

 

At the annual USDA Agricultural Outlook Forum,

Chief U.S. Agricultural Negotiator Gregg Doud said

China faces a March 14 deadline to take a number

of actions to open its market to U.S. beef exports.

 

The pact contains more than 50 other agricultural

market-opening commitments that will be

implemented over the coming year on various

deadlines.USDA will use shipping and inspection

data to keep tabs on sales on a more timely basis

than the Commerce Department’s trade report,

which has a two-month lag, USDA Under

Secretary Ted McKinney added.

Read The Full Article Here

CORONAVIRUS CONTINUES TO LOOM OVER U.S.

AGRICULTURE INDUSTRY
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On February 13, the California Department of Fish

and Wildlife issued a memo expanding its “three

strikes” mountain lion depredation policy to the

Central Coast and Southern California regions.

The memo makes clear that the policy is in

response to the recent petition to list mountain

lions in the region as threatened, stating that the

policy’s geographic extent includes “the full

extent of the proposed Southern California and

Central Coast [Evolutionarily Significant Unit]

boundary as set forth in the petition to list the

ESU of mountain lion as threatened under CESA,

which was recently filed with the Fish and Game

Commission.”

 

Under the policy, CDFW will only permit non-

lethal “take” of a mountain lion (e.g. pursuit and

hazing) after the first and second instances in

which a mountain lion is confirmed to have

perpetrated a depredation of livestock or

domestic animals. Only upon the third confirmed

depredation by a mountain lion will CDFW issue

a lethal take depredation permit.

 

The policy does not appear to impact one’s

ability to take a mountain lion caught in the act

of depredation. Fish and Game Code § 4807(a) is

clear that “any mountain lions that is

encountered while in the act of pursuing,

inflicting injury to, or killing livestock, or

domestic animals, may be taken immediately by

the owner of the property or the owner’s

employee or agent” so long as the take is

reported to CDFW within 72 hours..

See CDFW MEMO Here

CDFW Expands “Three Strikes”  Mountain

Lion Policy to Central Coast and Southern

California
Global markets are being roiled by coronavirus

(known as COVID-19) and cattle markets are no

exception.  The combination of broad-based

market fears and current market impacts have

taken a big toll.  One of the functions of futures

markets is to anticipate the worst and, not

surprisingly, futures markets have taken the

biggest hit.  Cash fed and feeder cattle markets

have seen the pressure grow as the uncertainty

and fear have expanded recently.

 

Live cattle futures are down over 12 percent from

levels prior to the first wave of coronavirus news

in January.  Cash fed cattle prices are down about

7.5 percent over the same period. Feeder cattle

futures dropped initially in January, then

recovered significantly before dropping sharply in

the past week. 

 

Cash feeder cattle prices have tried to follow

seasonal patterns with stocker prices increasing

seasonally until last week when the weight of

lower futures and growing uncertainty in the

global and U.S. COVID-19 situation pushed cash

prices sharply lower.  Feeder futures are down

nearly 11 percent from January and cash prices for

450-500 lb. M/L #1 steers in Oklahoma dropped

6.0 percent just last week.The situation with

COVID-19 is another example of a “black swan” –

rare, unforeseen events that have sudden,

unexpected and dramatic impacts on markets. 

This situation, however, is different in a couple of

fundamental ways from other such events in

cattle markets, such as the packing plant fire last

year or even the first BSE case in late 2003.

Read The Full Article Here

Decision-Making In Turbulent Markets

https://files.constantcontact.com/1c03fc15701/9df297dc-1941-4237-9d34-8c9de7d34eef.pdf
https://nrm.dfg.ca.gov/FileHandler.ashx?DocumentID=177324&inline
https://www.drovers.com/article/derrell-peel-decision-making-turbulent-markets


Shopper Study Shows Meat Demand is Strong

FMI – The Food Industry Association and the Foundation for Meat and Poultry Research and Education, the
foundation for the North American Meat Institute (Meat Institute), released its 15th-annual in-depth study of
meat and poultry through shoppers’ eyes, according to a Meat Institute release. The survey delved into
consumer interest in topics such as production claims and sustainability. With 49% believing that animal
agriculture does not have negative impacts on the planet if done properly, the belief that it does have
negative impacts is higher among younger generations, showing the opportunity and importance of
consumer education, the release said.“One of the most compelling storylines in the analysis is that 83% of
shoppers purchase specific cuts of meat and they are eating smaller portions, but with total volume sales up
slightly, that means they are eating less more often,” says Rick Stein, FMI Vice President, Fresh Foods.
 

Meat and poultry sales grew 1.0% over 2019 to $50.4 billion. 
Accelerating meat department sales are being driven by beef and chicken. A focus on smaller portions and limiting

second helpings may pressure volume gains, the report

 

Plant-based meat alternatives are a small but growing market. 
Total store plant-based meat alternative sales were $760 million in 2019 and grew 11.8%, the report noted. This

growth is mostly due to an occasional choice driven by perceived health benefits, being a good source of protein,

just something different and/or environmental reasons.

 

Time-saving solutions drive meat and cooking appliance choices.  
The number of weekly home-cooked meals dropped to 4.5 over 2019, but dinners containing animal protein

increased to 3.9. Newer cooking appliances, including the Instant Pot and air fryer, are helping provide consumers

with more options to prepare meat and poultry.

 

Read The Full Article Here 

Gregg Doud, USTR’s chief agricultural trade
negotiator, said trade talks with the U.K. are
expected to begin in March after London releases
its negotiating goals.On February 1, Britain o cially
left the European Unionafter a nearly three-and-a-
half-year process.“In my mind that’s a legitimate
top 10 market for U.S.agriculture,” Doud said. “So
when the ag drops, we’ll be o and running with a
discussion with the UK this year.”
 

In an earlier conversation with Agri-Pulse, Doud
saidthat his o ce has already pursued the
preliminaryTrade Promotion Authority discussions
with Congress on negotiating objectives.

TRADE TALKS WITH THE U.K. EXPECTED IN

MARCH
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Seeking to bolster America’s economy amid
growing fears over the coronavirus, the U.S.
Federal Reserve cut interest rates on Tuesday by
half a percentage point. The Fed said the
emergency move puts rates in a target range of
1.00% to 1.25%.
 

President Trump called on the Federal Reserve to
cut rates even more. The Fed “must further ease
and, most importantly, come into line with other
countries/competitors,” Trump tweeted. “We are
not playing on a level field. Not fair to USA. It is
finally time for the Federal Reserve to LEAD. More
easing and cutting!”
 

While the Fed said the “fundamentals of the U.S.
economy remain strong,” a statement issued with
today’s rate cut said, “The coronavirus poses
evolving risks to economic activity. In light of
these risks and in support of achieving its
maximum employment and price stability goals,
the Federal Open Market Committee decided
today to lower the target range for the federal
funds rate.”
 

The Fed had reduced the rate three times in 2019
for a total of 75 basis points. The coronavirus has
now spread to 77 countries and territories,
infecting more than 90,000 globally, with 80,000
of them in China. China’s death toll is 2,943, with
more than 75 deaths elsewhere.Wall Street
traders had been expecting the U.S. central bank
to take some type of action, though most thought
it would happen at the next Federal Open Market
Committee meeting later this month.The move
comes the same morning the G-7 announced that
it would commit unspecified tools to help the
global economy deal with the threat, and as Wall
Street was in the midst of another market sell-off.
 

Markets immediately turned higher on the
announcement.
Read The Full Article Here

Fed Cuts Interest Rates, Trump Wants

More

CattleFax Update February 28, 2020
Fed Cattle – Trade in the North was mostly $115 live and $185 to $187 dressed – $3 to $5 lower than last week.
Trade in the South occurred at $115 – $5 softer.
 
Boxed Beef – Demand improved slightly for Choice boxes as prices increased $1.84 on the week. Selects were
quoted $3.00 lower.
Feeder Cattle – Ranged from $1 to $8 lower.
Calves – Varied across regions but ended mostly steady to as much as $10 lower.
Market Cows – Traded mixed, from $2 lower to $2 higher.
Corn – Ended the week down 12 cents/ bushel.
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